
Live Online-Training 
Leading virtual teams 
These times show what possibilities there are to use advanced digitization for our 
cooperation across boundaries. Digital communication between employees, 
colleagues and superiors is called for radically. 

Change is everywhere and has become an integral part of everyday work and life. This 
requires rethinking interaction and our own communication. New leadership behavior 
and new understanding of leadership is needed.  

 

What we do 
In 4 modules of 2 virtual group trainings we´ll work in a very interactive plenum. 
Participants are encouraged to exchange experiences and supporting blended 
learning material is available (online and offline). On request, this training will support 
you with an INSIGHTS personality profile. 

  

 

4 module of 2 virtual 
group trainings 

supporting blended 
learning components 

optional: INSIGHTS-
personality profile 



 

Your benefit 
You will learn how to inspire and effectively lead a virtual team or only one direct 
report on remote. You will experience how collaborative methods and communication 
media are used sustainably in leadership and you will understand what attitude 
managers need these (digital) days. You´ll be enabled to develop a team virtually. 
Through interactive work in small groups and "best practice sharing" you will develop 
solutions for your individual challenges in practice in order to give strength to your 
leadership role. 

 

Who is this training for 
This live online training is aimed at all executives who want to use the changed 
working methods due to digitization, to give their leadership strength and to develop 
solutions for leading virtual teams. 

 

4 Modules 
With a constant focus on virtual leadership, work is carried out in the following 
subject areas:  
Module 1: understand the new world 
Module 2: reflect and develop yourself 
Module 3: team dynamics and how to manage them actively  
Module 4: professionalize your own communication skills 

 

Your investment 
1990,- EUR 
Price plus statutory VAT and plus INSIGHTS personality profile (optional) 
Prices for in-house or face-to-face training on request 
This training is in cooperation with teamkairos GmbH and held only with a sufficient 
number of participants. 

 

Your coach 

 

 

Jochen Welsch 
„Only those who change and 
develop remain true to 
themselves.“ 

Contact 
mail@jochenwelsch.de 


